
 

 

When you marry a man, do you really "marry the family"? In this 
satirical take on the quintessential mafia-style movie, newlyweds 
Marigold and Bobby put their love to the test as they get their first 
lesson in loyalty, betrayal and what it means to be family.  

Picture it: Everybody Loves Raymond meets The Godfather. 

 

MARRIED TO THE MOBALINOS, a half-hour comedy writte n by        
Bianca Jamotte & Joy Shatz 



 

 



 

 



 

 

 



"Welcome to the Family": The Pilot Episode 

 

We meet newlyweds Marigold and Bobby who met and were married 
just a week ago on vacation in Puerto Rico. 

 

Bobby introduces Marigold to each member of his family as they make 
their way through the hallway of the Mobablino home. Finally she meets 
his father, Anthony Mobalino. Anthony welcomes his new daughter - 

       in-law to the family. 

 

We sit down to a nice Italian family dinner with the Mobalinos. There’s 
lots of talking, laughing, and story telling and then...  someone suddenly 
dies! 

 

As the Mobalino family processes the death and figures out what to do 
with the body, Marigold learns that Anthony Mobalino is THE Anthony 
Mobalino - extended family of a very famous New Jersey Mafia family 

       and the Underboss. 

 

Our pilot ends with the Mobalinos enjoying coffee and desert, after 
taking care of the body. Marigold’s loyalty to her new family is put to 
the test. Does she crumble under the pressure, or does she take her  

       place as the new Mrs. Mobalino? 

 

 

 

 



A little preview of Season One... 

Episode # 2. "As far back as I can remember, I always wanted to be a 
gangster." 

Marigold and Bobby are settling into Bobby's apartment and getting to know each other, when 
Marigold realizes her wedding ring is missing and thinks she lost it while burying Anthony.  

Episode # 3. "Alright, so he got shot in the foot, what's the big fucking deal?" 

Bobby, Angela and Tony have some heartfelt, sibling bonding while going through Anthony's 
belongings. Klaus finds Anthony's old handgun and shoots himself in the foot.   

Episode # 4. "Blood is a big expense." 

The family takes Klaus to the hospital. While at the hospital, Bobby faints at the sight of blood. 

Episode # 5. "Goddamn FBI don't respect nothin'." 

The family comes back home after Klaus is discharged. The doorbell rings and there are two 
detectives there because neighbors reported sound of a shots coming from the house.  

Episode # 6. "Times have changed. It's not like the old days." 

Vito opens up about his secret passion for Publisher's Clearinghouse, quilting and... Virginia! 

Episode # 7. "I'm innocent. I swear on the kids." 

It is revealed that one of the Mobalino children might actually be Vito's.  

Episode # 8. "Leave the gun, take the cannoli." 

Bobby finally finds his "out" from the Mobalino family.  

Episode # 9. "What happened to your father was business." 

We find out the truth about Anthony Sr.'s death. 

Episode # 10. "Welcome to the family, baby!"  

There is turmoil in the family as allegiances and loyalties are put to the test while Marigold has a 
big announcement to make. 

 

 



 "Some of you may die, but that is a sacrifice we are willing to make."   
- The Writers 

 

Joy Shatz is a multiple award-winning actress and filmmaker. Her short film 
WILD WOMAN, which she wrote, directed, produced and plays 13 different 
characters in, just completed a very successful run on the film festival circuit. Joy 
was also recently seen on screen in the short drama THE NIGHTRUNNER, which 
earned her a Best Actress nomination, and she was also in the comedic feature film 
SAM, executive produced by Mel Brooks. Joy is a graduate of the Atlantic Theater 
Company Conservatory and will be seen next on the big screen as the lead role in 
KAREN, a short thriller currently in post-production. 

Bianca Jamotte is a mom, actress, award-winning filmmaker, Brooklyn business 
owner, and creator of the original independent series Real Mommy Confessions. 
Her acting career began in musical theater and quickly turned to commercials, 
print, and recurring roles in soap operas One Life To Live and As The World 
Turns. Her notable stage appearances include starring as Fantine in Les Miserables 
and Velma Von Tussle in Hairspray. Bianca’s most exciting role to date is 
undoubtedly her job as mom, which brings on a daily host of challenges and 
accomplishments, often simultaneously. These include successfully keeping her 
four-year old from nose diving off the sofa, as well as negotiating with her willful 
five-year old. 

Bianca is now looking forward to combining her experiences in the film industry 
and those as a mother into one with the newest season of Real Mommy 
Confessions, scheduled to shoot Fall 2017. 


